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Monte Carlo Event Generators

Event Generators - the work organised under the umbrella of
MCnet and supported by MCnetITN3, are and have been
essential for the success of modern day particle physics.

The predictions were heavily used for the design of existing
experiments ATLAS, CMS, LHCb. The programs are used to
devise new strategies for analyses, and for the interpretation
of data.

MCnet projects are cited by most papers from LHC experiments:
Published papers by ATLAS, CMS, LHCb 2252

Citing MCnet projects 1888 84%
MCnet is so central to the LHC, that it is surprising 16% of
the papers did not directly cite MCnet projects.
Many of these cite “Atlas generation framework and references therein”, others

are hard-ware specific papers, or CMS/LHCb PRLs which show results obtained

with MCnet projects, but are ’short of space’ for listing all references.
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Overview

Report on the progress in the scientific projects within MCnet:

Experimental measurements and analysis become increasingly
accurate. The correct interpretation requires matching
progress in the theoretical descriptions obtained with
Monte Carlo Generators.

Fiercely competitive field. It has benefited many areas of
particle physics that the Monte Carlo community has pulled
together and organised summer schools, short term
student ships etc. This is a remarkable success of the efforts
put into MCnet.
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Recent Scientific Progress

Report on progress within:

PYTHIA

MADGRAPH

SHERPA

HERWIG

PLUG-INS

CEDAR
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WP5: PYTHIA
40+ years of scientific studies, model building,
code writing, and support for experiments

Lund Torbjörn Sjöstrand, Leif Lönnblad+9, Stefan Prestel;
Smita Chakraborty+9, Leif Gellersen, Andrew Lifson+6,
Christine Rasmussen, Harsh Shah+9, Marius Utheim

Copenhagen Christian Bierlich
Birmingham Philip Ilten
Jyväskylä Ilkka Helenius
Melbourne Peter Skands;

Helen Brooks+9, Cody Duncan+6, Christian Preuss
Chicago Stephen Mrenna
Mumbai Nishita Desai

current MCnet PhD student, +# = also in WP#,
former MCnet student, or short-term visitor, or other ESR
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Main PYTHIA news during MCnetITN3

Four public update releases.

New capability to handle pA/AA, with Angantyr model.

Expanded internal shower capabilities, notably for ep.

The VINCIA shower is being expanded to second-order
perturbative corrections in the shower kernels.

The DIRE shower is a joint PYTHIA/SHERPA project, now
including exponentiated fully differential NLO calculations,
paving the way towards consistently defined NLO showers.

Colour ropes and shoving models developed to describe
string interactions in dense systems, e.g. high-multiplicity pp.

New assignment of production vertices for hadrons.

Total and differential diffractive cross sections.

Photoproduction and γγ physics, including diffraction.

Deuteron production.
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Heavy-ion collisions

Angantyr (from 19th century Norse-style poem, like Fritiof.)

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2: Schematic pictures of multi-parton interactions in a pp collision. The y-axis should be

interpreted as rapidity. All initial- and final-state radiation has been removed to avoid cluttering.

Each gluon should be interpreted as having two colour lines associated with it, which in the subse-

quent string hadronisation will contribute to the soft multiplicity. In (a) the colour lines for both

sub scatterings stretches all the way out to the proton remnants, while in (b) and (c) the secondary

scattering is colour-connected to the primary one.

function using some assumption about the matter distribution in the colliding protons and

an assumed impact parameter.

In figure 2a there is an illustration of an event with two sub-scatterings (in red and

black) which we have assumed are both of the type gg → gg. Note that in the PYTHIA MPI

model all incoming and outgoing partons would be dressed up with initial- and final-state

radiation, but these have been left out of the figure to avoid cluttering. With completely

uncorrelated sub scattering, one would assume the colours of the incoming gluons would

also be uncorrelated, and since each gluon carries both colour and anti-colour one would

naively think that in the subsequent hadronisation phase, there would be four strings

stretched between the proton remnants and giving rise to particle production over the

whole available rapidity range. Again to avoid cluttering of the figures, we ask the reader

to simply imagine two colour lines (strings) stretched along each gluon and that the vertical

axis can be loosely interpreted as rapidity.

Already in the original paper [49] it was realised that it was basically impossible to

reproduce data if each sub-scattering was allowed to add particles in the whole available

rapidity range. Especially sensitive to this was the multiplicity dependence of the average

particle transverse momenta, and to rectify this the MPI model in PYTHIA was modified so

that additional sub-scatterings almost always was colour connected to outgoing partons in

previous sub-scatterings. This is illustrated in figure 2b and c, where the colour correlation

– 14 –

pp: MPIs naively attach
multiple colour chains to
remnants, but CR used/needed
to reduce activity at large |y |.

(a) (b)

Figure 3: A schematic picture (c.f. figure 2) of multiple scattering between one projectile and two

target nucleons (e.g. in a pd collisions). In (a) the second interaction is directly colour connected to

the first one, while in (b) the second nucleon is only diffractively excited by a Pomeron exchange.

Both cases give rise to final string configurations that will contribute in the same way to the final

state hadron distribution.

between the two sub-scatterings gives rise to a colour flow as if they were (perturbatively)

connected. In this way the multiple scatterings can give rise to increased average transverse

momentum from the partons coming from extra sub-scattering, without increasing the

multiplicity of soft particles due to the strings stretched all the way out to the proton

remnants.

3.2 Multi-parton interactions in a pA collision

We now turn to the case of a pA collisions and imagine the target proton interacting

absorptively with two nucleons in the nuclei. To be true to the PYTHIA MPI model we

should simply redefine the overlap function using the matter distribution of the two target

nucleons. In principle this can surely be done, however, technically we found it almost

forbiddingly difficult.

Instead we note that the handling of colour correlations in the pp model would typically

result in string topologies corresponding to the sketch in figure 3a. The primary scattering

looks like normal scattering between the projectile and one of the target nucleons, while the

secondary scattering is now between the projectile and the other target nucleon. Since both

target nucleons have been found to be absorptively wounded, the secondary scattering must

be colour connected to the second target nucleon, while in the direction of the projectile it

looks like a normal secondary scattering.

We also note that we would get the same colour topology, and hence the same distribu-

tion of particles, if the second sub-scattering was a separate single (high-mass) diffractive

– 15 –

pd: similarly CR will reduce
activity in p hemisphere;
≈ as one normal and
one diffractive scattering.
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The space–time evolution of particle production

Hadron production and decay on time scales from 1 fm to 1 m:

time(fm/c)
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Entry point to studes of hadronic rescattering,
Bose–Einstein correlations, and more.
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MadGraph - Recent Achievements

Implementation of the SM Lagrangian including all operators
at dim=6, the SMEFT, into Madgraph5 aMC@NLO
framework, with NLO accuracy in QCD. Used in global fits.

New capabilities of the code to applied for explicit studies of
the EFT at 1-loop, in particular for the determination of the
Higgs self-coupling.

Full automation of the computation of NLO corrections in
EW in the SM. Extension to e+e- colliders on going.

Release v3 of the MadDM plugin to include DM annihilation.

Release of MadDump; a new MC plugin to perform
simulations for Beam Dump experiments.

2-loop capabilities have been developed which make possible
new NLO computations for loop-induced processes.
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MadDM

MadDM: Module for investigating indirect detection, including
modelling of velocity averaged cross section at present time etc.
(Phys.Dark Univ. 24 (2019) 100249)

Energy Spectra Flux at Earth
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<latexit sha1_base64="NmUI9YBR8qOebYUTwbTrFqVpU/o=">AAACAXicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUVfiJlgEF1JmRFB3RV24KVTq2EJnKJk0bUOTzJBkhDIUN/6KGxcqbv0Ld/6N6XQW2noh4eSce7k5J4wZVdpxvq3CwuLS8kpxtbS2vrG5ZW/v3KsokZh4OGKRbIVIEUYF8TTVjLRiSRAPGWmGw6uJ3nwgUtFI3OlRTAKO+oL2KEbaUB17z5ccXtf8Y2hu6OsINrJHo9axy07FyQrOAzcHZZBXvWN/+d0IJ5wIjRlSqu06sQ5SJDXFjIxLfqJIjPAQ9UnbQIE4UUGaWRjDQ8N0YS+S5ggNM/b3RIq4UiMemk6O9EDNahPyP62d6N55kFIRJ5oIPF3USxg0Tid5wC6VBGs2MgBhSc1fIR4gibA2qZVMCO6s5XngnVQuKu7tabl6madRBPvgABwBF5yBKrgBdeABDB7BM3gFb9aT9WK9Wx/T1oKVz+yCP2V9/gAr1pRF</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NmUI9YBR8qOebYUTwbTrFqVpU/o=">AAACAXicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUVfiJlgEF1JmRFB3RV24KVTq2EJnKJk0bUOTzJBkhDIUN/6KGxcqbv0Ld/6N6XQW2noh4eSce7k5J4wZVdpxvq3CwuLS8kpxtbS2vrG5ZW/v3KsokZh4OGKRbIVIEUYF8TTVjLRiSRAPGWmGw6uJ3nwgUtFI3OlRTAKO+oL2KEbaUB17z5ccXtf8Y2hu6OsINrJHo9axy07FyQrOAzcHZZBXvWN/+d0IJ5wIjRlSqu06sQ5SJDXFjIxLfqJIjPAQ9UnbQIE4UUGaWRjDQ8N0YS+S5ggNM/b3RIq4UiMemk6O9EDNahPyP62d6N55kFIRJ5oIPF3USxg0Tid5wC6VBGs2MgBhSc1fIR4gibA2qZVMCO6s5XngnVQuKu7tabl6madRBPvgABwBF5yBKrgBdeABDB7BM3gFb9aT9WK9Wx/T1oKVz+yCP2V9/gAr1pRF</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NmUI9YBR8qOebYUTwbTrFqVpU/o=">AAACAXicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUVfiJlgEF1JmRFB3RV24KVTq2EJnKJk0bUOTzJBkhDIUN/6KGxcqbv0Ld/6N6XQW2noh4eSce7k5J4wZVdpxvq3CwuLS8kpxtbS2vrG5ZW/v3KsokZh4OGKRbIVIEUYF8TTVjLRiSRAPGWmGw6uJ3nwgUtFI3OlRTAKO+oL2KEbaUB17z5ccXtf8Y2hu6OsINrJHo9axy07FyQrOAzcHZZBXvWN/+d0IJ5wIjRlSqu06sQ5SJDXFjIxLfqJIjPAQ9UnbQIE4UUGaWRjDQ8N0YS+S5ggNM/b3RIq4UiMemk6O9EDNahPyP62d6N55kFIRJ5oIPF3USxg0Tid5wC6VBGs2MgBhSc1fIR4gibA2qZVMCO6s5XngnVQuKu7tabl6madRBPvgABwBF5yBKrgBdeABDB7BM3gFb9aT9WK9Wx/T1oKVz+yCP2V9/gAr1pRF</latexit>

The limits obtained in with the automated procedure are similar
to those of the official Fermi-LAT analysis. Can furthermore take
into account collider limits etc.
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MadDump

MadDump: Module for DM searches at beam dump experiments
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The Sherpa generator: recent developments

Higher-order perturbative corrections

NLO EW now fully automated

EW corrections in NLO QCD merging

NNLO+PS for Drell-Yan, DIS

perturbative uncertainty evaluations

Parton Shower & Resummation

NLO QCD splitting kernels

relate showers to analytic
resummation

resummation of QED/EW corrections

Collider Phenomenology

Standard Model at 100 TeV pp
collider

EW NLO in tt̄, VVV , γγj production

backgrounds for Dark Matter searches
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The Sherpa generator: recent applications

Jets in DIS @ HERA full NLO QCD & EW loops
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Herwig: Recent progress

Developments

Colour Rearrangements for Dipole Showers

Spin Correlations in Parton Shower Simulations

Soft gluon evolution and non-global logarithms

Colour matrix element corrections for parton showers

Baryon production from cluster hadronisation

Studies:

Parton Shower and Matching Uncertainties in Top Quark Pair
Production

Stress testing the vector-boson-fusion approximation in multijet final
states

Colour Reconnection from Soft Gluon Evolution

On the Cutoff Dependence of the Quark Mass Parameter in Angular
Ordered Parton Showers
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Herwig: impact
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Plugins: Rope Hadronisation, Heavy Ions with Pythia

Strangeness enhancement is one
effect of interactions between
strings in events with high
density of partons/particles.

[Nature Phys. 13 (2017) 535-539]
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Collisions with heavy ions — Pythia8/Angantyr

First General Purpose Event Generator for pA and AA collisions.

[Phys. Lett. B790 (2019) 35-48]
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Collisions with heavy ions — Pythia8/Angantyr

First General Purpose Event Generator for pA and AA collisions.

[Phys. Lett. B790 (2019) 35-48]
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Plugins: High Energy Jets

Full quark-mass dependence in high-
energy resummation for H + 2j
All-order resummation hardens Higgs
boson spectrum. Mass dependence
of quark-mediated Higgs-coupling
therefore increased (to 10%).

log(s/p2
t )-terms halves cross section

within VBF-cuts compared to fixed or-
der estimate
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CEDAR: Rivet for BSM & Contur

Detector smearing included in Rivet from release 2.5.0. Allows
LHC uncorrected searches to be used in Rivet, in addition to
particle-level measurements.
Existing measurements can be used to set limits on new models

gauged B−L
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CEDAR: Professor

Automation and error estimation for MC tuning

Statistical analysis of tunes using replicas
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Conclusions

Progress pushed by increasing accuracy on data and new analyses.

Higher formal accuracy: Electroweak corrections, Higher
perturbative orders in evolution and in matching, new logarithms,
subleading colour

New physical processes explored: Dark Matter, Heavy Ion

We are constantly faced with new challenges from data and theory.
Despite huge progress over decades, we are still challenged by both
experiments and ourselves to further improve the description and
understanding of the fundamental processes.
We have as detailed already at this point delivered on many of the
research objectives:

To develop the next generation of higher precision event generators
and support them for use throughout the LHC era and beyond

To play a central rôle in the analysis of LHC data and the discovery
of new physics there

To extract the maximum potential from existing data to constrain
the modeling of the data from the LHC and future experiments
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